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News on 17 th-19th Nov TOP Solar Weather Impact Period – Floods & Sto rms 

WeatherAction’s Red Weather Warning  in TOP level Solar Weather 
Impact Period (SWIP) 17 th-19th Nov forecast 100 days ahead 
dramatically confirmed in Britain, Ireland, Europe & around world. 
“Why the Cumbria floods were so devastating and wha t did not  happen 
are of tremendous importance in the future of forec asting” – Piers Corbyn 

Another dangerous TOP SWIP due end December. 
 

• Massive Floods Cumbria 19/20th - 500 displaced , 1 killed 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/8366360.stm ; http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/8367273.stm  

 

• Severe gales Britain & Storm force 11 N Sea 18th 
• NW Britain & Denmark /N Holland hit by storm tide 

surges from West – 18th  
• Sea crossings Channel & Irish sea disrupted 18/19th  
• Apocalyptic deluges engulf S / W Eire 18 th-19th  
• N Holland, Germany, Denmark lashed by storms 18th  

http://www.dutchnews.nl/news/archives/2009/11/gales_as_autumn_storm_hits_hol.php   
http://www.expatica.com/nl/news/dutch-news/Dutch-news-in-brief_-Thursday-19-November-
2009_58219.html?ppager=1  

And around the world (just some) – 

• Tremendous relentless storms 
USA & Canada 17th-19th  

• Devastating floods in Sri-Lanka – 
58,000 displaced – 18th 

• Trop Cyclone Anja (S Indian 
Ocean) suddenly powers up 17th 
http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/s_indian/2009/ANJA/track.dat  

• Melbourne & Queensland thrashed 
by wild storms 17th 
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/1137087/Melbourne-
thrashed-by-wild-storms   
http://forum.weatherzone.com.au/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=797913&page=2 

• South Africa – Floods trap school bus – 19th  
• China massive early snow deluges kill 32; 3 million  relocated, 17th  
• Absurdity of Global warmers hype attacked  

Evidence-based science must come before ideology. The Copenhagen Climate hysteria jamboree 
must be opposed and no deal agreed. 

 

Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist of WeatherAction.com long range forecasters reported 
on the dramatic weather events which confirmed his forecasted ‘TOP’ Solar 
Weather Impact Period 17th-19th Nov: “We are very pleased with the outcome of 
the forecast but our thoughts go to those suffering material and tragic personal 
loss and we must ask could this be avoided?  
• “The severity and timing of extreme events over Britain, Ireland, NW Europe and the world was excellent. 

• “Standard Meteorology consistently underestimated the severity of events even 12 hours ahead as we warned 
they would. This has caused unnecessary suffering and loss. 

• “A lot of our detailed forecast statements were confirmed but the 50/50 possibility of storm-surge tidal floods 
in the N Sea did not happen. The reason is also why Cumbria was devastated by floods; and appears 
connected to why some other events around the world stopped or developed differently from expected. /next page 

 



 

Stuck deluging fronts 
“The important thing about the 17th-19th was firstly 
that the TOP SWIP happened around the world.  

In the N Atlantic / NW Europe the storm 
developments on the 18th were in line with our 
detailed long-range expectations including (briefly) 
increasing high pressure North of Iceland and an 
active low (982) diving into South Scandinavia on 
our preferred track. (see Observation map). If the 
deep low (956) had followed a similar track a 
N/NW storm force wind in the N Sea would have 
followed and given a major North Sea storm surge.  
As it was there was a storm force 11** from the 
NW briefly due to the 982 but the deep low 956 did 
not follow and stayed stuck where it was giving 
the stationary fronts over Cumbria & N Britain which caused the 12 inches of rain over 3 days.  So instead of the 
TOP SWIP giving coastal floods in East Anglia driven by a N Sea flood tide surge we had devastating floods 
in Cumbria . [See also http://climaterealists.com/attachments/database/Piers%20Email%20North%20Sea%20Storm%20Surge.pdf ] 

** Fisher: Gale warnings - Issued: 0347 Wed 18 Nov - Southwesterly gale force 8 increasing storm force 10 then 
veering northwesterly violent storm force 11  soon.  

 

The World-wide impact of SWIPs 
Amazingly – but comprehensibly in terms of the Solar Weather Technique – some of the extreme events also 
predicted by the SWT around the world became curtailed at the same time as ‘Low 956’ got stuck. Although 
dangerous storm general developments in the USA took place as expected, there was no East Pacific late storm and 
the West Pacific development faltered (see below).  Even more amazingly there was no forecasted Tropical 
Cyclone near Sri Lanka (see WANews No87) but there were astounding deluges and devastating floods IN 
THE SAME PLACE from a less organized storm which had not hit the cyclone grade. The floods made 58,000 
homeless. Presumably these were from slow moving ‘stuck’ deluge-bearing fronts like over Cumbria.  

The simultaneity of world weather extreme events is incomprehensible to standard meteorology and CO2 - Global 
Warming religion, but such things follow directly from the simultaneous world-wide external Solar-Lunar forcing 
factors predicted by the SWT.  We know the TOP SWIP of 17th-19th was driven by predictable solar activity and 
modulated by lunar effects and it seems the specific details (probably operating in upper levels) - the science of 
which we are developing - changed some expected events around the world giving slower-moving fronts - but of 
equally devastating consequence.   

“TOP SWIPS of the strength of this one on 17-19 Nov are rare. There might normally only be one or two a year 
and they always lead to major storm or flood events.  However there is another TOP SWIP of comparable 
strength at the end of December (details via http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp ). 

Met Office consistently underestimated severity of events despite 
WeatherAction Warnings of TOP SWIP 
“Throughout the period 17th-19th The Met Office & Environment Agency consistently underestimated the severity of 
events – as we warmed they would – and even on 19th they were stating things wouldn’t get much worse yet 
devastation followed in Cumbria. Had they paid attention to our warnings they wouldn’t have given people such a false 
sense of security.  
Gordon Brown & Hilary Benn did an excellent job in acting to ensure the emergency services got proper support but 
Hilary Benn’s subsequent remarks (backed by the usual BBC propaganda) that “This is a one in a thousand year event 
and the scientists are saying that there will be more floods (and extreme weather - due to man-made CO2 / Climate 
Change / Global Warming)” are foolish, irresponsible and undermine his credibility. He should note: 
(i) This RED WEATHER WARNING Period was predicted by the SWT 100 days ahead. 
(ii) These type of flood events and very wet seasons are predictable and occur in predictable waves of a few years 

typically every 133 yrs (see below***). 
(iii) There is no basis in evidence for his ‘Cumbria was a one in 1000 year event but there are more to come’ alarmist 

innuendo. For quite a few residents it was the worst since 1966 not 1066. He should name the scientists who 
make these claims and cite the evidence for CO2 driven warming and extreme events. There is no such 
evidence. He also needs to be aware that very serious questions have been raised about the processing and 
modification of frequently quoted official temperature data- http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=4398&linkbox=true  

(iv) If Hilary Benn MP and Michael Jack MP, Chair of the House of Commons Environment & Rural Affairs select 
committee, care about the welfare of the public they should put evidence-based science before ideology and stop 
manipulating people’s suffering under natural events into alarmist nonsense to promote CO2 taxation and Green 
scams.  We can advise them on the possible dangers to UK tax-payers of the next TOP SWIP if they wish. 

 



 

*** Natural periodicity of natural events . There was a series of very wet UK summers/years in 1875, 1876, 1877 and 
1879 which is approx 133 years prior to the current series, 2007, 2008, 2009 (and….beware it is not exact clockwork!) and as 
Piers Corbyn pointed out and warned at the Imperial College Union’s Centenary Presidents dinner in July 2007 this time is 7X 
19 = 133 = 6 x 22.2 (approx) where 19 years is the main eclipse cycle of the moon & sun and 22.2 years (approx) is the 
magnetic cycle of the sun. “Similar Earth – solar magnetic – Lunar states give similar types of weather regime” he explains. 

And What about CO2 & ‘Global Warming’ ? 
“In view of the Copenhagen Climate Summit and related climate and weather scare stories it is important to note that 
these extreme events forecasts are driven by predictable particle and magnetic activity from the sun. CO2/ Global 
Warming religion plays no part whatsoever in the incidence of extreme weather events and CO2 centered models 
of climate change have demonstrated zero or negative forecasting ability (see WANews80 
http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=103&c=1 )“ 
 
More detail of 17 th-19th Brit & Ire: “We have received many congratulations from near and far for the 17th-19th 
forecasts (eg see links) and we thank all those who follow us. We have heard much less from “GW’ bloggers who 
normally reserve their ‘assessment’ of our forecasts to when we go wrong or for the detail rather than the big picture. It is 
still bizarre how they compare the detail of our ONE forecast made often 100days ahead with standard Meteorology’s 
normally 5th version made 12 hours ahead of events. The point is our detail is what seems the most likely from a long 
time ahead in a general picture of which we are normally highly confident.  Nearer the events standard meteorology 
should pay attention to what we say in order to improve forecasts and reduce suffering. In this instance we made ‘end-
game’ pronouncements that the main storm surge danger would move to Western coasts - which it did and that standard 
meteorology would continue to underestimate severity of events - which it did. 
In terms of the detail for the double hit storms extended period in Brit, Ire & North Sea:  

11-13th (prelude)  – Well confirmed (see WANewsNo87 - http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=110&c=1) 
although more activity in South B&I. 

17-19th TOP SWIP 
- Stormy with heavy rain – Yes 
- Atlantic ridge & consequential major N wind & Blizzards in Scotland later - No 
- N Sea storm & Coastal flood warnings East Anglia & Holland – No for East Anglia; Yes for Westerly driven attacks to 

coasts of Denmark N Germany & North Holland . 
- S Ireland & S/W England less wet & windy (than North) – Yes 
- Deep dartboard  Low moving East – Yes (although East motion reduced) 
- Sev gale inland (eg N Wales etc) – Yes 
- Storm Force 10 to Hurr 12 at sea – Yes storm 11 in Fisher North sea near Copenhagen 
 

Reports / References  
Road Rail & ferry service disruption UK & Ireland. Apocalyptic deluge engulfs SW Eire. 
http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/ireland/2009/1121/1224259237500.html 
http://www.topix.com/uk-county/kent/2009/11/severe-weather-hits-ferry-services  
http://www.herald.ie/national-news/floods-hit-cork-1949836.html  

Wind driven Storm Surge in Irish Sea 18-19th Nov 
“Southerly gales are also expected at times, with gusts of 60 or 70 m.p.h. in many western coastal areas. This, combined with current high tides, brings the 
risk of coastal flooding to Dumfries and Galloway and Cumbria. 18 Nov MetOffice       “The spokesman also warned of a tidal surge today in the 
northern Irish Sea which could cause an increased flood risk along the west coast from Aberystwyth northwards. (TimesOnLine 19Nov)  

USA/Canada storms - http://www.weather.com/newscenter/stormwatch/   
http://www.ctvbc.ctv.ca/servlet/an/local/CTVNews/20091120/bc_flood_emergency_091120/20091120/?hub=BritishColumbiaHome 
Colorado snow storm 17 Nov http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/view.php?id=41305  

58,000 homeless after Sri Lanka flash floods 
 http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5hB84LlX6JCgLyCMLTEW1byo1zh9A 

South Africa - Floods trap school bus 19 th  http://www.iol.co.za/index.php?art_id=nw20091119150249855C490795 

Snowstorms wreak havoc in east, central China provi nces 3 million relocated 17th 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2009-11/17/content_12478565.htm 
China massive early snow deluges kills 32 and 15,000 buildings collapse (prob 15-17th)  
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/view.php?id=41295   

Developing Typhoon in West Pacific that stopped 19 Nov  
034  abpw10 pgtw 190600  msgid/genadmin/navmarfcstcen Pearl Harbor hi/jtwc//subj/significant tropical weather advisory for the western and/South 
Pacific oceans/190600z-200600znov2009//rmks/    1. Western North Pacific area (180 to Malay Peninsula):   a. Tropical cyclone summary: none. 
   B. Tropical disturbance summary:      (1) the area of convection previously located near 5.1n 152.8e has dissipated and is no longer considered suspect 
for development of a significant tropical cyclone in the next 24 hours. 
      (2) the area of convection previously located near 6.4n 174.9e is now located near 8.1n 171.5e, approximately 230 nm east of kwajalein. Animated 
multispectral satellite imagery depicts a developing low-level circulation center (LLCC) with isolated bursts of deep convection over the center. A 190242z 
AMSU image supported a weak LLCC with very weak convective banding over the northeast quadrant. The CIMSS 850 mb vorticity product also indicates 
a very small, weak vorticity signature. Surface observations from Majuro and kwajalein indicate 10-knot winds with slp near 1006 mb. Overall, the LLCC is 
located within a marginal environment characterized by moderate vertical wind shear and diffluent easterly upper-level flow. Animated water vapor 
imagery does depict enhanced poleward outflow associated with an upper low near 25n 170e. Maximum sustained surface winds are estimated at 12 to 
18 knots. Minimum sea level pressure is estimated to be near 1005 mb. Based on the developing LLCC evident in satellite imagery and the enhanced 
poleward outflow channel, the potential for the development of a significan t tropical cyclone within the next 24 hours remains  fair. 
 

Comment : http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/11/18/weatheraction_storm_ok/   



 

Links & Latest Videos   
 

See www.weatheraction.com for latest weather news and for presentations / reports of Oct 28th WeatherAction 
Conference Climate Change, The Solar  Weather Technique & The future of Forecasting 
 

WANews No 86: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews09No86.pdf ;    
WA NewsNo85 = http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=108&c=1 
 

Climate Change Debate Sky TV - Piers Corbyn & John Ackers - 19th Oct 2009   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6zSLQA-BrY Piers Corbyn challenges Global Warmers to come up 
with observational evidence for their claims to the WeatherAction Oct 28th conference. They failed to 
attend, send anyone or present or convey any case. 
  

Climate Change, The Solar  Weather Technique & The future of Forecasting Oct 2 8th Imperial 
College - Conference Highlights:   http://www.youtube.com/user/superclimate 
See www.weatheraction.com for conference Reports & presentations. 
    

Piers Corbyn Oct 28th Conference Opening remarks  – We stand for Evidence-based science:  
http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/piers1.html 
 

Sammy Wilson DUP MP at Oct 28th conference - blasts  the hypocrisy of the ‘Global Warmers’ :   
http://www.kane-tv.com/wa/sammywilson.html 
 

How Piers Corbyn's Solar Weather Technique of long range forecasting works (includes 50/50 
detail on N sea surge floods) - Video of Session III of Oct 28th conference on http://www.kane-
tv.com/wa/piers3.html . This is also in YouTube bites via right side bar of 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6zSLQA-BrY   
 

Pics below 17 Nov Murwillumbah hailstorm  & thunder Queensland / NSW Australia 
http://australiasevereweather.com/photography/photos/2009/1117mb34.jpg    

 

 

End of WANewsNo 88 


